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T
his is my final President’s message and I am seriously having trouble on where to start! The past 2 years 
truly seemed to fly by with so many events. There were times of high activity, and times when everything 
moved smoothly without issue. I hope that every member could feel a direction of focus on what benefits 
them during my term, and I hope that will be an enduring legacy over the last two years.

Please indulge me for telling a personal story. But, it does relate to our association and members. Not long after 
graduating from high school, I enlisted into the Wisconsin National Guard and began training to be an aircraft 

engine mechanic. The early 70’s was a “dark” time for the American military in general. 
After proving myself with some rather simple tasks, I was promoted to the rank of Sargent 
and given an aircraft engine mechanic team to supervise. Sadly, the promotion was not 
because of anything exceptional on my part. Instead, it was due to the lack of commitment 
and dedication on the part of other National Guard members. Many to most of them were in 
the National Guard solely to avoid being drafted and ending up in Vietnam. They were very 
obviously not invested or committed to virtually any task or responsibility. The position and 
responsibilities given me were sobering for a guy in his early 20’s. Once airborne, aircraft 
maintenance errors could put people’s lives in jeopardy. There was a steep learning curve, 
and I quickly realized how important character, commitment and motivation always is! I 
also learned that, in time, a person’s true character and level of commitment is nearly 
impossible to conceal.

Why am I telling this story? I have been involved with the CDANA organization as a 
member, board member and now Executive Committee member for many years. It is, and 
has been, truly my good fortune to have such a great group of quality people to be 
associated with. All one needs to do is walk the hallways during one of our conventions  
and you know the quality of character and commitment of those in our system. We are truly 
enriched by our association and our members.

I am so grateful for the support and dedication of every CDANA board member. You are  
so very well represented with this group. I have accessed the knowledge and drive of 
virtually all of them during my term and each one contributes in various ways with their 
own strengths. Although I regret the departure of Dick Meier and Jeff Vinyard from the 

board, we have two excellent new board members in Steve Gibson and Bruce Baumeister.  
I anticipate good things from both of them, and the future of our organization is in highly capable hands.

Thank you to all of our members, associate members and JSJ for your continuing support of the CDANA 
organization! Together we will dominate the water treatment industry!

Thank you for your personal support. My personal gratitude goes out to so many, and you know who you are!

Very Sincerely,

Don Meredith 

Quality and Commitment: Our Culligan Dealers

PRESIDENT’S LETTER
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Robert Boerner  
Culligan Southwest, Inc., San Antonio, TX
Bob Boerner, President of Culligan Southwest, Inc., co-owns 
and operates with his sister, Kristi Stanford, four Culligan 
dealerships in Texas. He has been involved with Culligan since 
1977, learning the business from his father, Gib Boerner, and 
helping to carry on the Culligan tradition from its first dealer, 
his grandfather Wilbur L. Walton. Bob has been involved in 
the Texas WQA for many years, serving as its President in 
1996-97 and currently serving as its Legislative Co-Chair. He 
served as a Board of Directors member for WQA for 9 years 
and continues his involvement with them in various capacities. 
Bob and his wife, Debrah, have a daughter, Holly, who recently 
completed a Masters degree at the Harvard Graduate School  
of Education. 

Kristi (Boerner) Stanford 
Culligan Southwest, Inc.
Kristi (Boerner) Stanford, Vice-President of Culligan 
Southwest, Inc., co-owns four Texas Culligan dealerships 
in South and West Texas with her brother Bob Boerner. She 
officially started her career after college at the Culligan of 
San Antonio office in 1986, having grown up working in the 
business during high school and college during summer 
breaks. She manages the HR department, 401(k) retirement 
plan, employee benefits and business insurances and 
general banking tasks for the dealerships. She has served on 
the Board of the TX Water Quality Association and has been 
Chairman of the Publications Committee for the past few 
years. Blake, and they have two children, Kate and Mitchell.

Andy Cowan 
Hall’s Culligan Water, Ohio/Michigan Area Manager
Andy Cowan has been with the CR Hall Organization 
for 20 years. He started out in Wichita, Kansas and then 
transferred to Cleveland, Ohio in 2001 to be the General 
Manager of the newly acquired dealership. Today, Andy is 
the Area Manager for nine dealerships in Ohio and Michigan 
with combined revenues of twenty million dollars and 115 
employees. He is also a proud member of the Culligan One 
20 Group.  

Sandy Sapp 
Culligan International
Sandy joined the Culligan Marketing team in 2011 bringing 
with her over 20 years of advertising/marketing experience 
in the franchise dealer arena. She is responsible for the 
development of sales and marketing tools that help dealers 
promote and grow their business. Sandy works closely with 
the various dealer sub-committees and task forces to ensure 
the materials represent the needs of the Culligan system. 
Other responsibilities include project management and 
communication to dealers through various vehicles.

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
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Richard Farrell 
Tangent Knowledge Systems
Richard P. Farrell is President of Tangent Knowledge Systems. Having been responsible 
for sales and business development for nearly 25 years, Richard brings a tremendous 
depth of experience and results to his audiences. He has worked with a range of 
companies from Fortune 500 companies to start-ups helping them optimize their 
performance by assessing their sales people, sales processes, management structure 
and strategies. In working with his clients, Richard has helped identify performance 
gaps and provided sales plans to help track, measure and execute objectives to 
increase the company’s bottom line.

Andrea McCullion 
Foundation Finance Company
Andrea McCullion is the senior vice president of sales and marketing for Foundation 
Finance Company (FFC). She has more than fifteen years’ experience in consumer 
financing for water treatment and home improvement dealer networks, having held 
positions in sales, marketing, underwriting and collections. Mrs. McCullion has a B.A. 
in Communications, a B.A. in Spanish and her M.B.A. with a marketing emphasis from 
the Univeristy of Wisconsin – Oshkosh. 

CONTRIBUTORS
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by Andrea McCullion, Foundation Finance Company

A NEW VOICE 
IN FINANCING

The Consumer Finance Protection Bureau 

Access to consumer financing is critical to the success  

of the water treatment industry. Selling affordable monthly 

payments and using promotional offers allows dealers  

and salespeople to show the customer how affordable their 

products can be, and making it easier for them to buy. 
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I
f access to consumer financing options is 
limited—as it was in 2008-2009 during the 
financial downturn when many consumer 
finance companies limited or eliminated 

programs—the industry suffers. As the economy 
has recovered and money has started flowing 
into the market again from a variety of lenders, 
water treatment dealers are experiencing access 
to a number of competitive financing programs. 
This is good for the industry. However, a 
changing regulatory landscape may impact 
those offers in the future. It is important for 
dealers to understand their role in the process, 
and to understand the challenges lenders may 
face so that lenders and dealers can work 
together to ensure continued access to credit in 
the marketplace. 

Consumer Finance Protection Bureau
Congress enacted the Dodd-Frank Wall Street 
Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act of 2010 
(Dodd-Frank Act) in 
response to the financial 
crisis that started in 
2008. This established 
the Consumer Finance 
Protection Bureau 
(CFPB), a government 
agency whose mission, as 
stated on its website consumerfinance.gov, is to 
“Make markets for consumer financial products 
and services work for Americans—whether they 
are applying for a mortgage, choosing among 
credit cards or using any number of other 
consumer financial products. Above all, this 
means ensuring that consumers get the 
information they need to make the financial 
decisions they believe are best for themselves 
and their families—that prices are clear up 
front, risks are visible, and nothing is buried in 
fine print.” 

The CFPB has already taken aim at a number 
of financial products and services to ensure that 
lenders or service providers are not using unfair, 
abusive or deceptive acts or practices against 
consumers. In December of 2013, the CFPB 
ordered GE Capital Retail Bank’s subsidiary 
CareCredit—a provider of medical credit card 
financing, including promotional financing 
offers, to refund $34.1 million to consumers who 
they described as “victims of deceptive credit 
card enrollment tactics” (consumerfinance.gov/
newsroom). The CareCredit program operates 
similarly to the way many financing programs 
work in the water treatment industry: medical 
providers offer promotional financing to 
patients and act as the “service provider” for the 
finance company. They handle submitting credit 
applications and completing financing 
paperwork, just as water treatment salespeople 
may offer financing from a third party finance 

company in the sale of a water system and 
complete the financing transaction with the 
buyer. 

In its investigation of CareCredit, the CFPB 
noted that medical service providers were 
poorly trained and often didn’t understand the 
financing offers themselves. They noted that 
providers gave inadequate explanations of the 
promotional offers, including the fact that 
deferred interest was accruing from the date of 
sale on some plans, and that borrowers were not 
given copies of all required loan documents and 
disclosures including interest rate disclosures. 
The CFPB deemed these to be unfair or abusive 
practices, which resulted in the fine to 
CareCredit. 

The CFPB has also recently launched a 
database of consumer complaints it receives. 
Consumers can choose to make their negative 

experiences with 
financial service 
providers public. Due to 
concerns about consumer 
privacy, lenders and 
other financial service 
providers are limited in 
the responses they can 
use, meaning people who 
look at this database will 

primarily see one side of the story in any 
complaints. The CFPB will be using this 
complaint database to determine what financial 
products and services it should review or 
regulate going forward; the more complaints on 
a particular issue, the more likely it is to be a 
target of CFPB scrutiny. 

Additionally, in its October 2013 follow-up 
report on the implications of the Credit Card 
Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure 
Act of 2009 (“CARD Act”), the CFPB noted 
deferred interest promotional offers as an area 
of future research to determine whether 
“additional action is necessary to promote a 
more fair and transparent market”. Any action 
by the CFPB to review or regulate promotional 
offers could have a direct impact on the water 
treatment industry. 

Water Treatment Sales
What does this mean for the water treatment 
industry and its current sales process? Taking 
steps now can help the industry avoid scrutiny 
by addressing the areas the CFPB has already 
shown a tendency to review. Water treatment 
salespeople are the “face” of the bank or finance 
company to the consumer in the sales 
transaction. Though it may ultimately be the 
bank or finance company that falls under the 
CFPB’s authority to monitor, much of the risk to 
the market comes from the sales process itself, 
as the sales representatives present offers to the 

“Make markets for 
consumer financial 

products and services 
work for Americans.”
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buyers. For water treatment dealers to have continued access  
to credit to close sales, it is important that dealers and lenders 
work together to ensure compliance with all applicable or 
possible future regulation and to ensure that consumers are 
making informed choices about their financing options. There 
are several things that dealers can do to help ensure that 
financing options remain available to help them close sales: 
1. Staff Training
 Dealers should work with their finance partners to make sure 

they understand the offers they will be presenting to 
customers. Terms like “same-as-cash,” “deferred payments” or 
“introductory rates” may mean different things with different 
lenders. Dealers must understand the terms and conditions of 
each offer and should require their salespeople to undergo 
training as well. All offers should be explained using the 
legally required wording provided by the lender. 

2.  Transparency
 Terms of each financing offer should be clearly explained to 

each borrower and copies of all applicable disclosures must 
be given to them. Customers need to understand what the APR 
on the loan is, if the payment or interest rate will change 
during the loan term, when interest starts accruing and when/
how they can pay to avoid those finance charges. The 
consumer is already sold on the value of the product or 
service, so clear financing disclosures should not be a threat 
to the sales process. This is the most critical area to help 
ensure continued access to financing promotions, as the 
CFPB is focusing on ensuring that “prices are clear up front, 
risks are visible and nothing is buried in fine print.”

3. Verification Calls
 Many lenders, prior to funding a loan, will make a verification 

or confirmation call to the customer to ensure they 
understand the terms of the loan. The lender will be clear in 
its description of how the financing works. If the salesperson 
was unclear or misleading to the customer during the sales 
process, this can lead to a cancelled transaction. By the time 
the verification call occurs, the customer should already be 
aware of the loan amount, interest rate, monthly payment and 
any promotional offers so the finance company is just 
confirming the details the salesperson has already explained. 
It is better for all parties to be upfront about the financing 
offers to avoid any confusion or dissatisfaction down the road. 
This can also help both the dealer and the lender avoid having 
complaints listed in the CFPB’s consumer database, which 
could lead to increased scrutiny in the future. 

What Does The Future Hold?
It is not yet clear if or how the CFPB’s regulatory authority will 
affect the water treatment industry, but it does seem clear that 
the agency’s focus will be on providing transparency in the 
finance products offered to consumers, regardless of the sale 
type. Because so many water treatment dealers rely on financing 
as a critical tool in their sales arsenal, any restriction or 
additional regulation on in-home sales financing, promotional 
products or other financing tools could have a chilling effect on 
the ability of salespeople to close sales. For water treatment 
dealers to have continued access to consumer financing, dealers 
must be prepared to act as partners with their lenders, working  
to ensure that consumers are armed with the knowledge needed 
to make informed financial decisions in the sales process. 
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A CONVENIENCE TRUTH:
Most Salespeople are Very Good  
at a Game No Longer Being Played
by Rick Farrell, Tangent Knowledge Systems

T
he world of selling has changed more in the last 10 
years than any other time. The information 
economy has had a dramatic impact on changing 
the rules of selling and the strategies and tactics 

that it takes to be successful.
The following ironies, contrary views and thought-

provoking ideas represent some of the new realities that 
sales organizations are facing in the information economy. 
The tried and true rules of selling have been negated due to 
the fact that prospects evaluate relationships, products and 
value much differently than they have in the past. Because 
prospects are more demanding and it is tougher for 
companies to differentiate themselves from the competition, 

it requires new beliefs, strategies and tactics for companies 
to succeed.

Problems
• All problems from your prospect are equal until proven 

otherwise. Don’t go running off to the races to solve a 
prospect’s problem until you’ve done your due diligence 
to understand whether that problem has consequences 
and is actionable.

• Even if you know in advance 100% of the problems of 
your prospect, you must allow them to verbalize their 
own version and rendition. If the salesperson has not 
taken the time to patiently let the prospect verbalize their 
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issues, the salesperson won’t gain the prospect’s trust to solve it.
• All problems are universal. No matter what industry you are in, 

regardless of your product or service, all prospects change 
because of fear, insecurity and dissatisfaction.

• Since pleasure and opportunity represent a momentary problem-
less state, even the pursuit of opportunity is an attempt to 
escape problems. All motives are driven by problems in some 
form or another, so always sell to your prospect’s problems.

• Any problem, when fully discovered, defined and explored by a 
salesperson, contains its own answers, solutions and course of 
action for your prospect. No problem can be properly resolved 
by your prospect until you help them find and address its causes 
from within.

• Prospects are more inclined to share information when you 
prompt them with questions that are designed to create or elicit 
hypothetical problems. Some prospects are more inclined to 
admit to imperfections before they will admit to problems. 
Effective salespeople will specifically detail all the positive 
things they know their prospect isn’t experiencing, and let the 
prospect decide for themselves if they are willing to see and 
admit the large gap between perception and reality.

• If your prospects are unwilling to put the past behind them and 
they do not use the past as a bellwether for the future, you 
probably are not going to get them to admit to their problems.

• To establish credibility and interest in the information economy 
with prospects, don’t tell them how you can help them, what 
makes you different or unique or why they should buy from you. 
Simply tell them the problems you fix and address.

• When the prospect has no problems, you have very little to sell.

Self-Esteem
• Salespeople proactively protect their self-esteem and rate of 

rejection by being very discriminating and discerning as to when 
and under what conditions they will make offerings. They avoid 
making premature offerings in situations where they have a high 
likelihood of losing.

• Salespeople put their self-esteem at risk when they are overly 
emotional about the outcome of the sale. This is why 
enthusiastic, positive selling has fatal flaws.

• Salespeople who take 100% responsibility for how they feel 
about themselves and how others treat them will greatly 
increase their ability to stay mentally tough.

• When boasting about your product’s superiority or when putting 
all the focus of attention on your product, the only things that 
stand out are your own insecurity and irrelevance.

Listening
• Salespeople who struggle to be good listeners generally are 

spending too much time listening too intently to their own 
internal dialogue. Their focus is too much about their own 
needs.

• The art of listening is a selfless act when done properly. That’s 
why it is so difficult for most salespeople.

• To be a good listener, one should be in the moment and always 
be aware of their prospect’s situation. If you are not distracted 
by the coming attractions of an impending sale, or by lost 
opportunities in the past, then rarely will you miss what’s 
important. What’s important is what your prospect is thinking, 
feeling, and saying – this is the main event at hand.
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• It isn’t that salespeople are bad listeners; it is rather that they 
aren’t good at asking compelling questions that will elicit 
answers that are worth listening to. Generally, when you ask 
compelling questions, you get compelling and revealing 
answers.

• The only time it is appropriate to be overly aggressive is when 
you are aggressively listening.

• Curiosity is the embryo of interest. The only time you really 
have your prospect’s undivided attention is when you are 
listening.

• The first and most important sale in the selling event is to  
get your prospect comfortable in sharing important and 
potentially sensitive information.

Time Utilization
• The prospect you sell to and do 

business with will always pay in 
resources and time for those 
prospects you don’t do business 
with.

• When you let your prospects 
make their own decisions 
independent of your own agenda, 
you free them of self-imposed 
limitations and they return the 
favor by making decisions much 
quicker. By operating this way, 
you save yourself and your 
company an enormous amount  
of time.

• Why do prospects not respect 
your salespeople’s time? Because 
salespeople don’t respect their 
own time and prospects return 
the favor.

• Salespeople chase, badger, 
over-inform and they don’t take 
the time to understand what is 
most important to the prospect.

• Time is the single most important 
asset salespeople have. They need 
to guard it and protect it and be 
very discriminating as to who 
qualifies for it.

• Time management is an oxymoron. You can’t manage time, 
you can only prioritize it. However, salespeople too often 
organize and manage their time very effectively with 
prospects who don’t have problems, budget, political clout, 
will and decision authority. They get an “A” for organization 
and an “F” for effective time utilization.

• Salespeople should view their time as an inventory control 
system. The key characteristics of an effective inventory 
control system are time and money. The longer the inventory 
sits on the plant floor, the more it is going to cost you. 
Therefore, the goal is to turn and flip that inventory as quickly 
as possible. In the world of sales, what is a salesperson’s 
inventory? It is their active pipeline of deals they are seeking 
closure on. If a salesperson viewed themselves as the CEO of 
their own enterprise, what would their goal be? To turn and 
flip their accounts as fast as possible, while at the same time 
keeping their prospects and themselves comfortable.

Closure
• Closing is a nonevent. The real event is opening. Opening is 

where 90% of all sales are won or lost.
• What is more valuable and realistic than closing, is seeking the 

truth. The truth will help you decide if closure is realistic.
• Too many salespeople are trying to close prospects Moses 

couldn’t close.
• The more space and freedom you give your prospects the 

opportunity to say “no,” the less inclined they are to use it as a 
response.

• Seeking closure is a far more powerful closing tool than closing. 
The former is collaborative. The latter is manipulative.

• Closing infers being open to only one response... “Yes.” Closure 
infers being open to the full range of possible responses. The 
goal of closure is to get prospects to make decisions.

• If salespeople aren’t decisive about getting closure on their own 
decisions, they will tend to attract prospects who act in the 
same way. Like attracts like.

Qualifying/Disqualifying
• To qualify effectively, you must address the full reality of your 

prospect’s situation. You need to know what are the competing 
initiatives; where would time be best spent based on the key 
priorities; where and who are the potential deal spoilers; does 
the prospect have the flexibility to roll out something new; are 
there the personnel to support it; is the timing right; and will 
the culture of the company be able to embrace and integrate 
the change? Once you understand all the variables necessary 
to consider changing, you can help lead your prospect in the 
direction that makes most sense for their priorities.

• Any salesperson can qualify an opportunity. The real pros are 
very good at disqualifying opportunities.
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• Anyone can sell. However, it is more important to know who, 
when, where and under what circumstances not to sell.

• The salesperson with the best understanding of the prospect’s 
problems will consistently outsell the salesperson with the best 
solution.

• One should be only as committed to sell as one’s prospect is to 
change. If you aren’t getting reciprocal effort in exchange for 
your own effort, it is a waste of your time.

• In any competitive sales situation, there are always two winners. 
The first winner is the salesperson who is awarded the deal. The 
second winner is the salesperson who lost quickly, effortlessly 
and with minimal allotment of time, energy and resources.

• Selling is just as much about being efficient as it about being 
effective.

Questions
• You are paid and rewarded for your questions, not your answers.
• The act of questioning, probing and discovery is done more for 

the benefit of your prospect than for yourself.
• The best way to be heard, get attention and make your case is to 

ask thought-provoking questions.
• When you ask stupid questions, you get stupid answers. 

Questions that are biased toward eliciting favorable and hopeful 
answers generally get inane, superficial and untruthful answers.

• Curiosity and inquisitiveness is to sales today as persuading, 
convincing and cajoling was to sales in the past.

• Natural curiosity, being genuinely interested and being 
inquisitive represent the new power of persuasion for the future.

• Asking “What” questions get you only a small piece of the 

equation, i.e., what are you looking for, what is important, what 
are your specifications and requirements and what are your 
criteria for choosing a vendor? Instead, spend more time asking 
“Why” questions such as: why is that important to you, why do 
you want to consider changing now and why would you consider 
switching from a supplier that you are happy with? “What” 
questions tend to focus on what is important to the salesperson 
to get closer to the sale. Whereas, “Why” questions get to the 
real motivations and compelling reasons why prospects buy and 
what is at stake if they don’t buy.

• The best salesperson at the selling event is the prospect. Let 
them first sell themselves and then sell you.

• In a sales call, what you don’t know is ultimately more important 
than what you do know.

• Ask questions that are contrary to your best interests to build 
trust and to get to the truth.

• Good questions are posed more for the benefit of the prospect 
than the salesperson.

Selling Strategies
• What most salespeople think of as consultative selling is just a 

poor excuse for it. Usually, it is just transactional selling (a few 
safe questions) all dressed up with nowhere to go.

• All tangible products should be positioned and sold as 
intangibles. Products sold as a concept have a much better 
chance of upholding margins and building a strong foundation 
for strategic relationships.

• Salespeople should treat their very best clients as if they were 
prospects, because the longer you are with a client, the less you 
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know about their critical success factors, since you are more 
focused on servicing, maintaining, growing and protecting, and 
not strategically learning about their ever-changing initiatives 
and priorities. When you are too close to the trees, you can’t see 
the forest.

• Sales organizations need to cease being seduced by low-hanging 
fruit (quick and easy transactional deals) and seek first to build 
long-term business relationships that will position them as 
strategic partners. Once you get stuck in the role of a 
transactional supplier, it is very hard to move up the food chain.

• Most sales organizations are finding themselves in the inevitable 
position of being very good at a game no longer being played. 
Their sales strategies would fit very well into a charming and 
quaint Norman Rockwell painting.

• In real estate, it is location, location, location. In sales, it is 
timing, timing, timing. That means being at the right place,  
at the right time, with the right person and under the right 
circumstances. However, most sales organizations operate and 
behave under the notion that sales is all about product, product, 
product.

• The harder you sell the harder it is to sell and find problems and 
a motive to change.

• Prospects don’t so much resist change, rather they resist and 
resent being changed. Taking a non-selling change agent posture 
minimizes this hurdle.

• The best salesperson at the selling event is always the prospect. 
By allowing them to first sell themselves, they are far more 
willing to believe and act upon their own ideas. Few prospects 
resist their own ideas.

• Never answer objections. Get your prospect to answer them 
themselves.

• Your products and services are very unique and so is everyone 
else’s.

• The most important presentation in the selling process is the 
prospects’ presentation of their problem, factored in with the 
consequences, costs, urgency, actionability and timing.

• Your value proposition and value add is valueless.
• What you sell has very little to do with what prospects are 

buying.
• Selling’s greatest allure is its greatest weakness.
• The prospect you do business with will always pay for those you 

don’t do business with.
• The most important aspect of a sale is getting your prospect to 

share valuable information.
• Infinite patience in the sales process produces immediate 

results.
• Selling by its very nature so often produces the exact opposite 

effect. The harder you sell, the harder it is to sell.
• The best presentation is no presentation at all. Or, said in a 

different way, the best presentation is the presentation the 
prospect never saw.

• Great salespeople know when to quit and cut their losses.  
The odds are highly against you. Learn to lose quickly, early and 
with minimum exposure of time, resources, information and 
effort.

Your success in selling will diminish in direct proportion to your 
emotional investment in making the sale. 

Add over $1,500 in monthly profits
with the Clean & Sanitize Kit*
* Based off actual program by Dan Taylor
· Easy add-on to counter sales and service calls
· NSF Certifeid & EPA Approved
· Cleans & Sanitizes in just 60 seconds
· Kills 99.999% of harmful bacteria

EPA Est, No. 3640-WI-01   EPA Reg. No. 1839-155-73529Certified to NSF/ANSI 60 Standards
1-800-285-9176

www.proproducts.com

®

Pay for your service truck
with Sani-System



Partnership
That’s what it’s called when two companies work side by side to advance 
each other’s goals.

Purolite has proudly served Culligan dealers for over 30 years, and in  
that time, we’ve learned a lot about supporting your business.

Purolite is your solutions company.
www.purolite.com

Culligan dealers want local technical support. 
That’s why we have over 20 Purolite reps to answer your questions and help you grow.

Culligan dealers want fast fulfillment.
That’s why we have warehouses throughout North America and keep them stocked  
from our manufacturing plant in Philadelphia, U.S.A.

Culligan dealers want high-quality products at great prices.
That’s why we have ISO 9001: 2008 certification and use lean manufacturing  
techniques to keep prices low.

puro-CDANA-fullpage-v5.indd   1 2/26/15   4:52 PM
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IS COMING BACK…BIGGER AND BETTER!

We’ve circled the wagons to make this one another 
huge success. There are some great new 
enhancements to this year’s promotion, which 
include:
• Updated collateral materials with feedback from 

the Creative Task Force and Marketing Sub-
Committee. 

• New collateral pieces that support Problem 
Water, Water Conditional Solutions and Portable 
Exchange markets.

• An exciting sales incentive contest whereby 
salespeople will compete to earn a trip for two to 
the Culligan 80th Anniversary Bash Convention in 
Huntington Beach, CA. 

For this year’s Wanted Dead or Alive promotion, you will notice 
that several new pieces of support collateral are being developed 
that will help and support all dealers, no matter the market or the 
type of water problems. 

The WDOA Promo is a key tactic in our quest to aggressively 
grow market share and grow your business. It’s not only about our 
HE Softeners, but also HE Filters and Portable Exchange. The key 
to success with this promo and our commitment is to provide 
support across the dealer network with consistent messaging on 

websites, advertising materials, on-hold messages and everything 
you do. You will also see a big splash on Culligan.com and our 
social channels using the hash tag “#Wanted Dead or Alive” to 
support the program. 

All of the collateral assets are available on Marketing Central as 
of Friday, July 31. Culligan’s Marketing Team will also host several 
webinars in August that will detail the WDOA promotion and Sales 
Incentive. Please contact us if you have any questions or feedback 
on the program. 

Based on the positive feedback from dealers and following the tremendous success 

from last year’s promotion, it’s time to saddle up and get ready for “Wanted Dead or 

Alive – 2015” which will run from September 1 through November 30.  

by Sandy Sapp, Culligan International
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Water Treatment:
RO, Mineral Injection, Ozone

Full Plants:
Turnkey Solutions for Every Size

One Operator Bottling Systems: 150 – 350 bph 5 Gallon Systems

All bottling processes are not equal. Steelhead stands alone with our commitment 
to innovation, effi ciency and bottom line profi tability for our clients.

High Speed Bottling Systems: 450 – 3000 bph 5 Gallon Systems

ent
or our cliennttss.

QU
AL

IT
Y 

 IN

NOVATION  SOLUTIONS

4 DECADES OF WORLD CLASS SERVICE

Check with us for pre-owned options

1887-0009_Steelhead_Ad8_5x11.indd   1 3/11/10   5:02:30 PM
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BASEBALL’S
WHAT
most impressive winning streak can 
teach you about better marketing.
by Bryan Trilli, Pro Biz Consulting
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In 2002, despite being the 3rd lowest paid 
team in professional baseball, the Oakland 
Athletics pulled off the longest winning 
streak of any team since 1935! One of the 
major contributors to their success was 
a methodology that you can use in your 
dealership to improve your marketing results. 
Their methodology focused on evaluating 
players based on previously unused 
performance metrics. 

That year, the NY Yankees were able to pay 
EACH of their players an average of $2.9 million 
more than the Oakland A’s could pay each of 
their players. Winning one big game or even a 
playoff series against an overmatched team can 
happen because of injuries, poor coaching and 
even luck. But to break a record that stood for 67 
years takes more than luck. And since their 
solution wasn’t to spend more money, what was 
the secret to the Oakland Athletic’s success? 
More importantly, what can you learn from their 
approach to improve your marketing?

Focusing on the Right Information
At the beginning of the season, the GM for the 
A’s, Billy Beane, had a decision to make. Try  
to compete with the well-funded teams by 
playing by their rules for recruiting OR find  
a new way to solve his problem of needing  
more wins.

Beane realized the status quo wouldn’t allow 
them to be successful and chose to focus on 
results and the metrics that lead to better 
results even at the expense of some of the 
long-held “facts” about how to find the best 
baseball players.

Their shift was in which numbers to watch 
and how they prioritized key performance 
metrics over opinion-based metrics. Beane 
theorized that the baseball establishment was 
looking at the wrong numbers. To him, the best 
number to look at was On Base Percentage. In 
marketing we have a similar core metric that we 
discussed in this magazine last year. It’s your 
branded keyword searches.

In baseball, the more times you get on base, 
the more times you’re going to score. In 
marketing, the more people searching for you by 
name, the more leads you are going to get.

The Two Different Types of Marketing
On the offensive side of the bat, Moneyball looks 
primarily at On Base Percentage and on the 
defensive side, it focuses on Minimizing Errors. 
Just like offense and defense, all of your 
marketing can be categorized into one of two 
areas – Interruption Marketing and Response 
Marketing.

Response Marketing is when someone tells us 
a problem and we respond to it. The best 
example of Response Marketing is responding 
to online searches. A person tells us exactly 
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what problem she has and we can immediately respond to her. 
That’s defensive. We’re simply responding to people actively 
looking for us.

Interruption Marketing, on the other hand, is any marketing that 
someone didn’t ask us to show them. This is marketing that 
“interrupts” them as they are living their life. This, for instance, 
can be a billboard, TV ad, radio ad, YouTube pre-roll video, online 
display ads, direct mail or Pandora.

Interruption Marketing is our offense. How do you get your 
message out and help people not currently thinking about water 
treatment or Culligan to start thinking about you? Historically, the 
marketing world has approached Interruption Marketing like the 
old recruiters from the 2011 Moneyball movie with Brad Pitt. Sure 
they look at a player’s performance, but the final decision comes 
down to intuition.

There’s a laughably ridiculous line from the movie, which 
summarizes the old recruiting mentality: “We can’t take him. He 
has an ugly girlfriend, which means he lacks confidence.”

Up until recently, marketing decisions largely relied on intuition. 
We had no other choice than to rely on opinions as to which TV or 
radio ad would give us the best results because there weren’t any 
simple, clearly-defined metrics to measure the impact Interruption 
Marketing was making in your local market.

Interruption Marketing cannot be tracked to a lead and so when 
we attempt to do so, we’re working with inconsistent or inaccurate 
data. This can lead us to make poor marketing decisions. For 
instance, if your TV ad increases your branded keyword searches 
but you don’t see an increase in leads, your TV ad did it’s job but 
your web presence didn’t. Lucky for us, our current era of 
marketing can provide us with more information than ever before 
to make better decisions.

Moneyball Marketing
If more people are online searching for you by name, your business 
will do better than if less people are searching for you. SEM and 
SEO experts cannot increase the number of people searching for 
you. Their job is simply to defensively Respond to people searching 
for you and your products or services. To get more people 
searching for you, you need to go on the offensive and Interrupt 
them to give them a reason to search for you. 

Here’s the point - all marketing should have an impact.
Since we know that’s true, the next question becomes, “How do we 
measure that impact?” For years we’ve tried many ways to do so 
including asking the customer, coupons, call-tracking numbers, 
QR codes and custom landing pages. Unfortunately, those methods 
only track the last step in your marketing funnel while ignoring all 
of the other influences that put them on the path to your door.

If your 2017 marketing is going to outperform the marketing 
you’re planning for 2016, step 1 is to categorize all of your 
marketing as either Interruption or Response. It’s crucial to 
separate your marketing into Interruption and Response because 
you cannot compare the two. Trying to tie TV advertising to the 
same performance numbers as Pay-Per-Click is like comparing the 
On Base Percentage of one player to the Errors of another player. 
Comparing offensive and defensive metrics will not provide you 
with the information you need to make better marketing decisions.

Step 2 is to work with your marketing firm to define 3-4 core 
metrics for each type. To illustrate, let’s look at an example of how 
to use core metrics to improve your marketing.

Comparing Social Media to TV - The power of  
core metrics
For most brick-and-mortar businesses, Facebook didn’t present a 
good ROI until it went public and started getting serious about 
revenue generation through marketing. Most social media 
including Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram and Facebook is unique in 
that it can be both Interruption AND Response Marketing.

When you buy Facebook ads to reach people who don’t already 
“like” your page, you are Interrupting them. However, when you 
show content to people who have already “liked” your page, you 
are responding to them. See the difference? Once you’ve 
categorized ALL of your marketing mediums as either 
Interruption or Response you can start comparing the value and 
ROI between each.

With Facebook, your key metrics for measuring the 
Interruption marketing benefits are:
1. $ Invested/Like
2. Impressions (referred to as Reach in Facebook)
3. CPM (Cost/Thousand Impressions)

Here’s where it gets interesting! Radio, TV, newspapers and 
even billboards have their version of impressions (Reach). If you 
gather the points data from broadcast marketing, the circulation 
of your newspaper, or the traffic passing a billboard each day, 
you can compare that to your Facebook Reach. Then if you 
convert your Reach to CPM, you can get a true apple-to-apple 
comparison across all Interruption Marketing mediums. 

For example:
• You invest $2,000 in TV ads for the local news station. You  

run 3 ads each weekday morning for the month. The show is 
watched by 100,000 people in your area so your Reach is 
100,000 and your CPM is $20.00.

• You invest $1,000 to boost your Facebook posts to your target 
demographic and have a cumulative reach of 60,000 
impressions. Your CPM is $16.67.

• You invest in Google Display Ads and for $400 receive 100,000 
impressions. Your CPM is $4.00.

Only Your Target CPM Counts
If you’re advertising your fall dress sale during the World Series, 
you may have a great overall CPM, however if you calculate the 
CPM for the demographic most likely to buy your dresses, you 
may find it’s a horrible investment.

In our example above, the $4.00 CPM for Google Display ads 
might sound like a great investment, but if you’re selling products 
to senior citizens and your Google ads are being shown to 
millennials, the CPM of your target demographic might actually 
be $40.00. For Interruption Marketing, you should initially focus 
on the Cost/Thousand Impressions (CPM) of your target 
demographic. 

Moving your marketing from Offense to Defense
When people “like” your page they are asking you to respond  
by sharing information with them about your business. Your 
Interruption Marketing (offense) interested them enough to “like” 
your page.

Once you have a base of followers, you can start the lead 
generation aspect of Facebook with call-to-action posts, which 
are how you measure the Return-On-Investment of your 
Facebook marketing dollars.
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If you have a great CPM, low Investment/Like, and awesome 
Reach to your target prospects, but you can’t convert any “likes” 
to leads, stop investing in Facebook.

This is true for every marketing medium and you should work 
with your digital agency to find out which mediums get your 
prospects on the path to becoming new leads for your business. 

Now that you have a clear picture of your Interruption 
(offense) and Response (defense) marketing you can tie them 
together just like described above for Facebook. For instance, 
you can run radio ads (Interruption) and then measure the 
impact those ads have on your search volume (Response).

When you focus on the right metrics, you can make better 
decisions.

Your Gameplan
If you take this approach to your upcoming 2016 marketing 
budget, when it’s time to plan out your 2017 budget, it’s no longer 
an exercise of agreeing with the HiPPO (Highest Paid Person’s 
Opinion) or the loudest person in the room. Instead, you’ll have 
more information in hand to invest more in marketing that works 
and less in marketing that doesn’t.

Imagine sitting in a co-op meeting where you are able to clearly 
see what worked and what didn’t instead of debating what each 
person believes is the best special to run this quarter and 
whether you’ll get better results running TV ads during Rachel 
Ray or The Big Bang Theory.

Blending the Old with the new
Using Interruption and Response marketing and defined metrics 
for each is not an argument against or for any particular medium 
or creative talent. You still need talented people to hone, craft 
and refine your marketing message and to clearly communicate 
that through many different mediums. The goal is to simply use 
the additional information available at your fingertips to further 
educate and inform your marketing decisions.

In an interview with the Washington Post after the movie 
Moneyball came out, the ivy league economist who became Billy 
Beane’s assistant GM, Paul DePodesta, said baseball executives 
are “constantly trying to predict the future performance of 
human beings. We’re trying to get our arms around that 
uncertainty. Scouts really help you deal with that uncertainty. On 
the other hand, we looked at it and said, ‘How can we further 
decrease that uncertainty?’ And being able to use data was one of 
the ways we could do that. It wasn’t to replace anything else. It 
was only to further augment what we were already doing and get 
a better grasp of the unpredictability.”

That’s an excellent explanation of what being an optimized 
marketer is all about. Using data to reduce the uncertainty in 
marketing by augmenting what you are already doing.

At this point next year, I challenge you to have a better 
understanding of which marketing is working in your hyper-local 
and co-op markets.

So whether you are building a winning baseball team or a 
winning marketing strategy, focus on the best metrics to get the 
best value out of every dollar you have to invest! 
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by Bob Boerner, Culligan Southwest, Inc.
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SUMMARY
WQA DC Day
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WQA Legislative Fly-In to DC Day Includes  
Culligan Representation
On July 29th, Culligan dealers Bret Tangley (current WQA 
President), D.J. Shannahan and Bob Boerner, plus other WQA 
members: Don McGee, Chris Wilker, Steve Ver Strat, Bob Maisner, 
Cindy Gresham, Richard Mest, Mark Brotman, Mike Mecca, 
Shannon Murphy and Frank DeSilva joined WQA’s Pauli Undesser, 
David Westman, David Loveday and Kathleen Fultz and Tom Blank 
of the Gephardt Group to participate in WQA’s Fly-in Day in 
Washington, DC. This was an opportunity to be on the Hill 
advocating for the Association and its Water Quality mission.  
The group was able to meet with over 35 legislative assistants/
directors/members of Congress. 

The main “ask” at every meeting was to consider WQA as a 
resource for water quality issues. To supplement the 15 minute 
meetings, the WQA Government Relations department put together 
leave-behind folders, which included pamphlets on product 
certification, the Consumer Study and Water Treatment for 
Dummies (this was a BIG Hit!). Also in the folders were one-pagers 
on WQA, professional certification and top industry issues: Water 
Scarcity, Deteriorating Water Infrastructure and Contaminants in the 
Water Supply – focusing on arsenic & nitrates. These were co-
developed and reviewed by the Gephardt Advisory Council, WQA’s 
relatively new Washington DC lobbying group headed by former 
Speaker of the House under Ronald Reagan, Dick Gephart. 

 Overall, the feeling around the room at the debriefing was that 
the meetings were encouraging and many of the representatives 
asked that we follow-up with them on any water issues that come 
up. For questions about political issues in your areas, feel free to 
contact WQA’s David Loveday or Kathleen Fultz. WQA continues to 
address issues relevant to all Culligan dealers, many if not most of 
whom are members. One particularly helpful brochure in this 
political arena is WQA’s Guide to Effective Lobbying, available to 
members on the www.WQA.org website. 

Bret Tangley as WQA President is representing Culligan dealers  
in his usual effective fashion, and we owe him a debt of gratitude  
for his efforts above-and-beyond in moving the water quality 
improvement industry onward and upward. — Bob Boerner 

LEFT TO RIGHT, FRONT ROW TO BACK: 
1st Row:  Tom Blank (Gephart Group), David Westman (Interim WQA Executive 
Director), Bret Tangley (WQA President, Sterling Water), Frank DeSilva (ResinTech)

2nd Row:  D.J. Shannahan (Sharpwater Culligan), Bob Boerner  
(Culligan Southwest), Chris Wilker (EcoWater), Cindy Gresham (Thermax),  
Mike Mecca (Performance Water)

3rd Row:  Richard Mest (Master Water), Steve Ver Strat (Amway), Mark Brotman 
(Kinetico), David Loveday (WQA), Don McGhee (Hydro Systems), Kathleen Fultz (WQA)

Not Pictured:  Shannon Murphy (TST Water), Pauli Undesser (WQA),  
Bob Maisner (Paragon Water Systems)
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Experienced Full-service Team

Linking Value with Solutions®
MARK KOIVISTO • Email: mark@ptm.us.com

Office: 320-286-9997 • Mobile: 612-670-7144
www.PTM.us.com

4536 County Road 4 Southwest • Cokato, MN 55321

FULL SERVICE MARKETING 
FOR YOUR CULLIGAN DEALERSHIP

S t e n s e n g  D i s t r i b u t i n g  I n c .

Culligan approved FilmTec 
Membranes BW20-2012-
30 and TW30-2012-50 
replacement membranes 
for the AC-30, H-30, AC-50, 
and H-50 R.O. Systems. All 
FilmTec Membranes are 
NSF/ANSI Certified.

Higher Quality & Longer Life.
Simply The Best in the Industry Period!

Try FilmTec’s new BW30-1812-35, 
T1030-1812-50, BW60-1812-75 and the 
TW30-1812-100HR residential drinking 
water elements. With a new Twin Leaf 
design and New Membrane Chemistry, 
combined with the use of Low Flux 
brackish water membrane material, 
makes for more  active surface area, 
higher TDS rejection and longer 
membrane life.

Stenseng Distributing Inc.
800-526-9837  |  Fax: 956-399-1785  |  E-mail: stensengd@h2orgv.com

www.stensengdistributing.com

Order Toll Free 1-800-247-5956

MADE IN THE USA

Talk about your local business:
•  How many people do you employ
•  How much do you add to the economy
• How many local residents go through your doors
• Water Treatment products are tested, reliable and ready  

now to solve water quality challenges
• Water treatment products offer “Final Barrier” protection for 

homeowners – systems that will need to be integrated into 
policymaking in years to come. With people learning more 
about emerging contaminants and municipal systems 
stretched to the limit, the kinds of products we provide can 
offer people peace of mind and protection.

• Buzzwords: One way to help policymakers think of you in the 
future is to suggest they remember your business every 
time they hear certain buzzwords and phrases in the news or 
from other constituents. Water contamination, boil orders, 
well water problems, water treatment, hard water and more, 
should all ring a bell.

• What elected officials can do for us: The take away for ways 
in which elected officials can help include: Promoting Final 
Barrier POU/POE systems through legislative and regulatory 
methods, and generally remembering us when water quality 
issues arise.

• Talk about your membership in the Water Quality Association, 
emphasizing that WQA is an independent and not-for-profit 
trade association.

• WQA is a credible resource for information that policy 
makers should be encouraged to utilize. We have thousands 
of members nationwide, including major corporations, as 
well as family-owned businesses.

• With our toolkits and other material, we provide reliable 
information on today’s major topics:  Septics, environmental 
issues, water softener issues, salinity concerns and more.

• In addition to health advantages, our products provide 
energy savings and environmental benefits. Through the 
WRQF Research Foundation of our industry, we have spent 
hundreds of thousands of dollars documenting these 
positive effects.

• On the issue of water softeners, customary devices are not 
simply for taste, odor and aesthetics. As our studies and 
other testing shows, there are many benefits often not 
considered – including the ability of softeners to reduce the 
presence of some common contaminants.

• Talk about larger business issues that are important to you, 
such as job-friendly policies and pro-growth legislation. 

Washington DC Legislative Visits: WQA Talking Points 
(also apply to local legislator visits)
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Mark your Calendar
Culligan 80th Anniversary Bash 

Convention
It’s not too early to make plans to attend Culligan’s 80th Anniversary Bash  

in Surf City, USA! You won’t want to miss this memorable convention being held  
at the beautiful Hyatt Regency Resort & Spa in Huntington Beach, CA.
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Here are some reasons you won’t want to miss next year’s convention:
• Content – Powerful meeting content that is relevant for any 

size dealer!
• Connect – Opportunity to meet new Culligan dealers and 

vendor partners and network with dealers from across the 
country.

• Culligan – We’re going to have fun, fun, fun as we demonstrate 
pride in the Culligan brand and celebrate the longevity of a 
strong, vibrant company!

Next year’s convention will follow a slightly different format. 
The first two days are planned for the winners of the Wanted 
Dead or Alive Sales Incentive Promotion that will run from 
September 1 through November 30, 2015. Those winners will earn 

a trip for two, including airfare and a 3-night stay at the Hyatt 
Regency Resort. Additional details on the contest will be 
announced in the next few weeks.

On the third day, Dealers and Sales Incentive winners will 
come together for some joint events, including a fabulous 
Reception and Banquet. We are planning some exciting and 
“legendary” entertainment that you will not want to miss!

The next two days will be devoted to Culligan dealers. There 
will be relevant and impactful general session meetings, Awards 
Luncheon and a Vendor Fair. It’s only fitting that the last event 
will include a beautiful sunset as attendees enjoy the final Big 
Blue Beach Bash looking out over the Pacific Ocean.

Below is a sneak preview of how the week will flow. Watch 
your mail for more details coming your way next month! 

Whether this is your first Culligan convention or your 80th, you will  
feel the excitement and enthusiasm as Culligan dealers from across North America  

come together for this landmark anniversary celebration.

CATCH THE WAVE – 80TH ANNIVERSARY BASH

Sales Incentive Joint Dealers

Sat - April 23  Sun - April 24 Mon - April 25 Tues - April 26 Wed - April 27

AM Registration Open
Salespeople arrive

Registration Open
Dealers arrive

Registration Open
Dealers arrive

Registration Open
Salespeople depart

Registration Open

Brunch Breakfast
Sales Round Table

Breakfast
General Session

Breakfast
General Session

Noon Open Afternoon Sales Team Building Event Lunch on Own
Golf Tournament
Optional Activities

Awards Luncheon Luncheon
Vendor Fair

PM Sales Welcome Reception Sales Recognition 
Reception

Hall of Fame Reception
Banquet/Reception
Banquet/Dinner

Open Evening Big Beach Bash
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Here are 10 ways customer complaints can 
benefit you and your organization.

1. Identify Vital Areas for Service 
Improvement
• Customer complaints highlight key 

areas where your product needs 
improving, your systems need 
updating or your service needs 
upgrading.

• Customer complaints can identify 
staff members who need more 
training, a refresher course, or closer 
supervision.

• Customer complaints help you 
monitor service levels and 
consistency between shifts, 
departments, locations and teams.

2. Identify Needed Improvement  
in Policies and Procedures
• Customer complaints help you 

identify where your current policies 
and procedures are inconvenient or 
unclear or simply not needed.

3. Improve Customer 
Communication
• Complaints from customers can 

point out vital information that is 
lacking, erroneous or out of date.

4. Keep Senior Management 
Informed
• Customer complaints often elevate 

important news straight to the top. 
Leaders and senior management 
learn quickly about service issues of 
importance to your customers.

5. Improve Your Service Education
• Customer complaints give you 

valuable content and insightful case 
studies for your service education 
programs. Customer complaints also 
provide rich information to publish 
for your staff members to read – 
with your replies, improvements and 
recovery action steps.

6. Fuel for an Uplifting Service 
Culture
• Complaints can work as a trigger  

for taking new action and catalyzing 
positive change.

• Sharing customer complaints 
throughout the organization 
educates everyone to understand 
what your customers experience, 
expect and insist upon receiving.

• Complaints prevent complacency. 
New problems keep humility high 
and teammates on their toes.

• Logging and frequently reviewing 
customer complaints enables you to 
focus the organization’s attention, 
priorities and budget.

7. Find New Business Opportunities
• The things customers complain 

about may present new business 
opportunities for increasing 
revenue, reducing operational  
costs, solving problems and 
increasing value.

8. Obtain Competitive Intelligence
• Customer comments and complaints 

(particularly those along the lines of 
“company ABC does it this way”) 
can provide you with valuable 
competitive intelligence, letting you 
know what others are doing that you 
are not (yet).

9. Understand Your Customers 
Better
• When customers complain, you 

learn which customers are willing to 
speak up. These customers can (and 
should) be invited to participate in 
customer focus groups, surveys, 
panels, beta-tests, on-site visits and 
other research activities.

10. Build Customer Loyalty
• Customer complaints provide an 

opportunity to reply, respond and 
win back customer loyalty.

Most upset customers simply walk 
away and then complain about you to 
their friends, colleagues, acquaintances 
and family members. Those who complain  
TO YOU are giving you another chance! 

When things go wrong, your customers will  
complain. Surprisingly, this can be good for you  

and constructive for your organization.

by Ron Kaufman, UP! Your Service

Ten Reasons
WHY CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS ARE GOOD NEWS 
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The Case for Selling
DRINKING  
WATER IN  
THE HOME

by Thomas Cooksey, Retired Former Salesman for Hall’s Water

A
fter 40 years of training and helping hundreds of people find success in selling residential 
water treatment, I have come to realize one thing: if you want to make money in this business 
today, you have to learn how to sell the RO. It’s much easier to sell two units  at one location 
than it is to sell one unit and then start looking for a second place to sell another unit. Yet, 

many salespeople I run into want to do just that and for some interesting reasons:
• They don’t want to compromise the softener sale.
• People say they aren’t interested in drinking water and just want the softener.
•  Their refrigerator water is fine and purifies the drinking water.
 
What it really boils down to (if you listen closely enough) is that modern salespeople don’t know:
• How to justify the investment in drinking water like they can with the value proposition for a softener
• How to demonstrate the difference between tap water, softened water or filtered water from the 

refrigerator and RO water
• How to close based on savings from an existing budget
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If these objections and lack of sales skills sound familiar, then 
this article is for you. Most basic manufacturers in our industry 
have not provided skill sets for selling drinking water to the same 
extent they have for softeners. Approximately 75 percent of the 
people who buy softeners have owned a softener before; 
softeners have become a commodity. Prospects come to the table 
pre-sold, to an extent; subsequently, softener salespeople do not 
justify the investment or shake the bottles the way it was done in 
the 70s.

Drinking water, however, has not achieved commodity status. 
RO is conceptual sale that needs those 70s sales skills to make 
closing a breeze. In this article, we endeavor to educate on how to 
find money in budgets even if prospects do not have bottled 
water. We will prevent five demonstrations that will help 
prospects understand why their refrigerator filler does not give 
them the water they want and what high-quality water can mean 
for them. We will offer two closing questions and a value 
proposition, if needed to write up an order. The entire process 
takes just 15 minutes to sell a second unit and make an extra 
commission. Drinking water with a faucet on the sink can be 
much more referable than a softener alone.

The Ground Rules
This is what you need to know and have with you on every call:
• Don’t let an insincere objection like, “We’re not interested in 

any drinking water. Just the softener for right now,” stop you in 
your tracks. Until you show high-quality water, prospects don’t 
know enough to say no. When this happens, look down and say, 
“ I understand (wait a beat); let me show you something.” 
Drinking water must be demonstrated, not talked about.

•  Have a rationale for showing both the softener and the 
drinking water. Maybe you have a picture of your business 
from back in the 60s and pictures of old-time trucks and 
softeners. Show a picture of the first RO you ever sold and say, 
“This is a drinking  water system we introduced into the 
market back in 1974. The secret to our success is that since 
that time, we have taken a systematic approach to the water 
around here. We help you know and understand as much as we 
do about both the soft water and the drinking water. We are 
going to look at the water that goes in you, as well as the water 
that goes on you.”

• Show and close on the drinking water first, not as an 
afterthought. (We like to do these steps right after the 
plumbing inspection, five minutes into the presentation.) It is 
nice to know you have the drinking water sold and out of the 
way before you even get to the softener.

• Carry the following tools with you on every call. To 
accommodate these items, stop carrying briefcases kits. Buy a 
tool bag with a large center opening (put all the drinking water 
stuff in there) and use the outside pockets for all your softener 
demo items. Everything from the following list you don’t carry 
with you will cost you money in the end.

1. One gallon of RO water, under 15 ppm; sports bottles don’t let 
you do enough. If you can fill a gallon from your home RO, that 
is the most effective way because it shows what clients can 
expect in their home. With pictures of your family drinking 
from your own home system, it confirms you to be a user of the 
product, not just a seller.

2. One chrome RO demonstration faucet with a flat bottom you 
can place on the sink. If you offer different finishes, have 
samples of those as well.

3. One three-stage demonstration TDS meter. These are 
expensive, but they are accurate and the three stages (0-50, 
0-500, 0-5,000) tell our story. My experience with the digital 
wand units is that they tend to test 100-175 ppm below the 
actual TDS reading.

4. One conductivity light. This is fundamentally the same test as 
the previous one, but the water’s conductivity turns on the 
light rather than moves the needle. 

5. Lipton tea bags in a zip-lock bag
6. Two clear glass tea cups
7. Common total dissolved solid chart (see Figure 1)
8. Scaled commercial coffee maker picture (see Figure 2)

All suited up? Here are some scripts and action steps so let’s 
get selling.

Justification step: The Commercial Beverage Survey
“I would like to get a feel for your habits regarding drinking 
commercial beverages. You know, something that comes in a 
cup, a bottle or a can. Eighty-five percent of the people we visit 
do not view their tap water as a refreshing beverage any longer. 
Instead, they turn to commercial beverages like soda, tea, juice, 
bottled water or $4 cups of coffee. Does that sound like you? 
Don, people tell us they are drinking one, two or three (write 1, 
2, 3 on your talking pad) beverages a day. Would your personal 
use be on the high side, the low side or right about in the middle? 
(Circle number 2.)

“Mary, how about you? Same question, above average, below 
average or average? You think you are above average? (Circle 
number 3.) How about little Don and Mary junior? Do they 
imitate your habits? So what you are telling me is that the four  
if you are consuming about 10 beverages a day? (Write 10 and 
circle it.) Are there any days where you hold a family meeting 
and decide you are not going to drink any of these commercial 

Less than 0.5 ppm Laboratory-grade water

Less than 10 ppm Deionized or distilled water

10-50 ppm Higher-quality RO or bottled water

Less than 225 ppm Average TDS (in the US)

150-300 ppm Acceptable-quality tap water

300 ppm Taste threshold for dissolved salts in  
drinking water

Greater than 500 ppm Not recommended for regular human 
consumption (per US EPA sedondary  
regulations); dissolved salts too high to 
quench thirst

Greater than 1,000 ppm Not fit for human consumption

35,000-45,000 ppm Sea water

A TDS meter indicates the TDS level indirectly by measuring how much 
electricity will be passed through the water. The more TDS, the more 
electricity will flow. Meters are then calibrated directly to read in parts per 
million (ppm).

Parts per million is a relative weight measurement. 100 ppm would mean 
100 pounds of dissolved mineral salts for every million pounds of water.

A family of four uses approximately one million pounds of water per year.

Source: Water Quality Association

Figure 1: Common total dissolved solids (TDS) levels
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beverages that day and all of you are 
just going to go thirsty? No there aren’t, 
are there? So if we multiply these 10 
beverages by 30 days, you are saying 
that you are consuming around 300 
beverages  a month. Is it any wonder 
that nine out of 10 of the biggest sellers 
at any convenience store are 
commercial beverages? It is the biggest 
aisle in any grocery store.

“There are different prices you can 
pay for these beverages, but people tell 
us they are spending 25, 50 or more 
than 75 cents per beverage (Write down 
25, 50, and 75.) Which sounds best to 
you; about 50 cents? So if we multiply 
300 beverages by 50 cents, you are 
saying that the price for being thirsty in 
your home is around $150. (Write $150.) 
How does that sound to you? It sounds 
a little high? You know, it does seem a 
little high to me, too. What sounds 
better to you; $100 a month? (Cross out 
$150 and write $100) Let me circle this and 
we will come back to it a little later.”

In this commercial beverage step, we can find out their 
monthly drinking budget, just like a softener. Later on in a 
three-way close, along with the water softener, we can ask what 
percentage of the time they would reach for the faucet you have 
set on their sink and what percentage of the time they would 

drink something that comes  in a cup, a 
bottle or a can. If they say 50 percent, 
that means they are making available 
$50 a month to apply toward your total 
water solution. Compare this to a $25 
rental or a $30 ownership payment and 
you can begin to see the real value you 
can offer with RO. But make sure 
high-quality water is best for them and 
demonstrate it.

Drinking Water Demonstration
The ice cube ‘lick’. “May I have three 
ice cubes please? Have you ever 
wondered why your ice cubes look like 
frozen milk and store-bought ice is so 
clear you can read newspaper through 
it? Most people know that when they 
heat water in a kettle or a water heater, 
all the stuff that is in the water that 
isn’t water will come out of solution 
and form scale that you can see. The 
same thing happens when you rapidly 
freeze water in a modern refrigerator 
and an expensive refrigerator filter has 

no effect on it. These are dissolved mineral salts that are in your 
water. If you take the ice cube and rub it on the tip of your tongue 
(have the prospects imitate your action), you can taste the salt, 
can’t you? You try to cover it up with sodas or sweet tea, but it’s 
still there.”

Figure 2: Scaled commercial coffee maker

“

“

Michael Gaeta, Marketing Director, 
Mast Family Culligan, Plant City, FL

Arthur Browning, General Manager, 
Water Specialists/Culligan, Temple, TX 

I have been doing this for 30 years and it is always hard to � nd a good � nance company - 
one that is willing to talk to you and look at your customer as a person, not a score. 
... [FFC’s] ownership group has put together a great deal of industry talent. � ey 
know how our businesses operate and are always willing to go the extra 
mile to make a deal. � ey truly understand the water business and 
they know there are always other � nance options available to 
dealers but they WANT to earn the business.

Foundation 
Finance Company 

o� ers more approvals
than other � nance companies, 

including approvals for people with 

 
 

less-than-perfect credit, and they have a 
simple, streamlined funding process...I’d 

recommend that other dealers sign up with FFC 
because the staff  is professional, courteous and willing to 

work with the dealer to fi nd creative ways to get customers 
approved for fi nancing. 

“

“

Enrolling is FREE and Easy...
Call 1-855-241-0024 or visit foundationfi nance.com today!
Enrolling is FREE and Easy ...
Call 1-855-241-0024 or visit foundation� nance.com today!

Our dealers have spoken ...



PhoneTree® automated calls, texts and emails

Keep Customers Informed 
Effi ciently & Affordably

The program did not take long to pay for itself by signifi cantly 
reducing the number of stops where no product was delivered 

and return trips to carry salt or water into the customer’s home.
“

” 

• Delivery notifi cations

• Past due account alerts

• Filter change notifi cations

• Annual maintenance reminders

PHONETREE.COM/CDANA15
877.364.7977
Ask About Free Texting

— Justin Brazelton, Culligan of Ann Arbor/Detroit
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The ice cube ‘bob’. “May I have a tall, clear glass please? 
I’m going  to fill this glass two-thirds full with water I brought 
and may I have a handful of your ice, please? Now I am going to 
bob your ice up and down and look what happens. Look at the 
stuff coming out of solution to form sediment in the bottom of 
your glass. Has this ever happened to you when you made an 
adult beverage before the big game? This goes right through your 
fridge filter because it is not designed to stop it and it doesn’t 
have a drain to get rid of it.”

The TDS comparison to the common total 
dissolved solids chart and RO water. “Let’s see how 
concentrated these salts are in your water. I have here a meter that 
corresponds to this chart. Many people think the water is a 
conductor of electricity because of things they’ve heard or seen in 
the movies. Water in its purest form, however, is not a conductor 
of electricity but acts as an insulator. What conducts electricity are 
the dissolved mineral salts and heavy metals that might occur in 
the water. As you can see, the closer you get to zero, the higher the 
quality, the better for drinking, cooking, making ice and drinks. If 
you look on my meter, the first range, 0-50, corresponds to 
high-quality RO water or bottled water. If we put your water in and 
the needle stays inside that range, we are good to go and you have 
bottled water quality coming out of your fridge or your tap. If it 
goes beyond 50, then we move to the next setting, 0-500. Average 
tap water across the US is around 200. At 300, you can taste the 
salts and because we could taste the salts in your ice cubes, we 
already know it’s at least around 300 (300 ppm is 13 gpg). At 500, 
that’s  the US EPA limit. The agency isn’t saying your water is 
unsafe to drink, but that it is not very palatable and there are 
enough dissolved salts that it might not quench your thirst, will 

make cloudy ice and produce a lousy cup of coffee. If your water 
goes over 500, we go to the final level, 0-5,000. At 1,000, the water 
is not fit for human consumption. If you were in the desert and this 
was the only water around, it would support life, but life in the 
desert wouldn’t be so great. Let’s go back to the first setting and 
put in your water. We knew you didn’t have bottled water coming 
out of your tap. Let’s go to the next level, 0-500. It looks like it is 
375 parts per million. That’s why we could taste it. My water at 
home starts out about the same as yours, but let’s see what is after 
it goes through my drinking water system. Push the button. It is 
barely budging. Let’s go down to the 0-50 level and push again. It 
looks like it is about 12-15.”

Optional conductivity light comparison. “Let’s 
look at this again from a little different point of view. I am going 
to take these two glass tea cups and fill the one marked YQ on 
the bottom (for your quality) two-thirds full with your water and 
other one marked HQ (for high quality), with the water I brought, 
also two-thirds full. I have here an electric probe I am going to 
plug in with a light on top. This is the same type of quality check 
we use on the outlet side of our ultra-high quality deionizers, 
where we take everything out of the water. When the tanks 
become exhausted and the salts begin to leak through, the 
flickering light or an alarm claxon indicates to the operator it is 
time to shut down and change tanks. Let’s put this probe in the 
HQ water first. Nothing; it’s almost like it is not even plugged in. 
Let’s put it in the YQ water. I think there is enough light by which 
to read a book. Did you folks have any idea there was this much 
stuff in your drinking water?”

Tea comparison. “Well, actually you did. That’s why you 
are buying 300 beverages a month. We are hard-wired to seek out 
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and drink low-solids water and avoid water like this. Throw 
some chemicals in like chlorine and we avoid it even faster. Let 
me show you what happens when you try to use this water to 
make a drink. I am going to put the YQ and HQ water in your 
microwave and set for three minutes.” (Turn on the microwave 
and tell the following two stories.)

“Who’s the tea drinker in the family? Who drinks iced tea? 
Have you ever been in a restaurant and the waitress comes to 
take your drink order? Someone orders Coke, someone orders 
root beer and someone orders iced tea. When she brings them 
out, they look the same. Iced tea is not supposed to look like root 
beer. This is orange pekoe tea, the most popular tea type in the 
world. When you see it on TV, it’s an orange-ish yellow color, 
with an exotic floral aroma and a brisk taste. It is not intended to 
be brown or look like root beer.”

“Have you ever wondered why people pay $4 for a cup of coffee 
at Starbucks when they can buy the company’s coffee anywhere, 
bring it home and make it for pennies? That’s right; you bring it 
home and it doesn’t taste the same. Because 18,000 locations 
worldwide, the first thing Starbucks does is treat and standardize 
the quality of their water with water like I have brought you.  
That way whether you are in Seattle, Cleveland or Beijing, the 
coffee will always taste the same with the same great aroma.  
And they can do it all using one-third less coffee. For a chain like 
Starbucks, that is a lot of money. Here is a cell phone picture of  
a local commercial coffee maker. Look at all the stuff left behind 
that makes it taste different. That’s what Starbucks never has to 
deal with.

“There’s the bell. Let’s get our two cups and make tea. Now 
both waters look the same, right? Let’s start dunking the tea 
bags. Can you begin to see the difference? One looks darker and 
look at the top of the darker one; it is starting to get a head on it 
like root beer. Let me get these bags out of the way. Which one 
looks stronger? Your tea looks stronger, so it should smell 
stronger too. Come over here and smell the HQ tea first. 
(Important: bring the noses to the tea, do not take the tea to the 
noses or you will disrupt the aroma chimney.) Smell the rich 
exotic aroma? Now smell yours. How would you describe it? 
Would you like to taste it? Take a sip of the HQ tea and roll it 
around in your mouth before swallowing. Now do it a second 
time. Now take a nice big swig and see how the taste and aroma 
are just what you would expect. Now take a drink of the YQ tea. 
Your face says it all.”

The Closing Questions
• “Let me ask you a question. Can you see where high-quality 

drinking water might have a place in your home”
• “If I could show you how you could get up to 10 cases of 

high-quality water every day flowing from that designer faucet 
over to your ice-maker and water-in-the-door refrigerator and 
we could do it for $25 to $35 a month, could we fit that into 
your budget?”

That’s it. That’s all it takes. When you get to the end, the rest  
is details. Don’t buy it back by talking about cartridges, pumps 
or service. This presentation should be done every time you  
see someone who doesn’t have high-quality drinking water.  
Just doing the basics will give you a units per contract (UPC) 
rate of 1.30-1.40. If you become passionate about it, UPC rates  
of 1.50-1.75 are common. That means every third to every  
other order has two units on it. I hope it works for you! 
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St. Louis Culligan Improves Water Locally and Globally

The St. Louis area Culligan dealers announce their 
partnership with former St. Louis Cardinals 
pitcher, Kyle McClellan, to raise funds for a clean 
drinking water system at an orphanage in Haiti. 
Local Culligan dealers will donate 10 percent of all 
bottled water sales during the month of August to 
Brace for Impact 46.

McClellan founded Brace for Impact 46 after an 
inspirational trip to Haiti with former teammate, 
Adam Wainwright. All donations to the 
organization go directly to IDADEE Children’s 
Home, the orphanage McClellan visited, which was born from the 
vision of people who were former orphans themselves.

 “Water can make an incredible impact in Haiti,” said McClellan. 
“Unsanitary water creates a dangerous, and often deadly, environment. 
That’s why Brace for Impact’s main goal is to provide access to safer, 
cleaner drinking water for the orphanage,” McClellan said.

According to the National Center for Biotechnology Information 
(NCBI), Haiti is the most underserved country in the western 
hemisphere in terms of water and sanitation infrastructure by a wide 
margin. Nearly 40 percent of the people in Haiti lack access to clean 

water. Those that do have access to safe 
drinking water often walk more than three 
miles to get it.

“Pure drinking water is a rarity in Haiti, and 
we at Culligan would like to change that,” said 
Culligan St. Louis Co-op President Steve Hawn. 
“By buying Culligan bottled water this month, 
you’re not only improving your water, but also 
helping to improve these children’s water and 
lives.”

All proceeds will be funding a drinking water 
filtration system that will provide clean drinking water for years to 
come. The promotion ran through the month of August and included 
any bottled water product. Participating dealers included Culligan of 
St. Louis/Fenton, Leadington, Perryville and O’Fallon, Mo. as well as 
Culligan of Belleville, Roxana and Vandalia, Ill.

“Thanks to Culligan and its customers in Missouri and Southern 
Illinois, we can make these children’s water and lives better,” said 
McClellan.

For more information visit CulliganStLouis.com or 
BraceForImpact46.com, or call your local Culligan dealer. 
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www.abetterairgap.com
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43 MTN Products
1770 Brackett St.
La Verne, CA 91750 
909.629.7301  
Fax: 909.629.7380
cspear@mtnproducts.com
www.mtnproducts.com

44 Nevada Computer
608 South 19th St.
West Des Moines, IA 50265
800.294.6222  
Fax: 515.225.1889
sales@nevadacomputer.com
www.nevadacomputer.com

39  Pentair
5730 N. Glen Park Rd.
Milwaukee, WI 53209
414.559.6760
262.238.4402
Patrick.Byle@pentair.com
www.pentair.com

37  PhoneTree 
301 N. Main St., Ste.1800
Winston-Salem, NC 27101 
800.951.8733  
Fax: 336.722.6877
sales@phonetree.com
www.phonetree.com 

5  Polymer Solutions 
International
9 Roxbury Dr.
Medford, NJ 08055
609.714.3390  
Fax: 610.356.6327
info@prostack.com
www.prostack.com

28  Product To Market, LLC
4536 County Rd. 4 SW
Cokato, MN  55321
320-286-9997
Fax: 320-286-9923
mark@prodtomark.com
www.prodtomark.com

16  Pro Products
7201 Engle Rd.
Ft. Wayne, IN 46804
800.285.9176
Fax: 260.490.9431
info@proproducts.com
www.proproducts.com

17  Purolite
150 Monument Rd.
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
800.343.1500 
Fax: 484.384.2764
Jeremy.Hosler@purolite.com
www.purolite.com

11 Resintech
1 ResinTech Plaza
160 Cooper Rd.
West Berlin, NJ 08091
856.768.9600
Fax: 856.768.9601
info@resintech.com
www.resintech.com

15 Reserve Filter Systems
2146 Enterprise Pkwy.
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330.425.8668 / 1.800.553.2777
Fax: 800.363.9091
info@reservefilter.com  
www.reservefilter.com

19  Steelhead
13022 Moursund Blvd.
San Antonio, TX 78221
800.966.7471
Fax: 210.628.1818
dredick@steelheadinc.com
www.steelheadinc.com

23 Stenner Pump Co. 
3174 DeSalvo Rd.
Jacksonville, FL 32246
800.683.2378  
Fax: 800.329.1339
sales@stenner.com
www.stenner.com

10 Striking Wraps
1001A E Harmony Rd., #199
Fort Collins, CO 80525
970.372.6800
spencer@strikingwraps.com
www.strikingwraps.com

28 Stenseng Distributing, Inc.
P.O. Box 1029
San Benito, TX 78586
800.526.9837  
Fax: 956.399.1785
stensengd@h2orgv.com
www.stensengdistributing.com

29  Tomlinson
13700 Broadway Ave.
Cleveland, OH 44125-1992
216.587.3400
Fax: 216.587.0733
gstrunak@tomlinsonind.com
www.tomlinsonind.com

24-25  TradeWraps, LLC. 
9014 Hornbaker Rd.  
Manassas, VA 20109
703.659.6200  
Fax: 703.552.1324
brapone@tradewraps.com
www.tradewraps.com

40 UNCO Data Systems, Inc. 
6030 Culligan Way, Ste. B
Minnetonka, MN 55345
952.908.2222  
Fax: 952.908.2230
info@uncodata.com
www.uncodata.com

47 United Salt Corp. 
4800 San Felipe 
Houston, TX 77056
713.877.2600  
Fax: 713.877.2664
uscinfo@unitedsalt.com
www.unitedsalt.com

45 United States  
Resin Company
PO Box 31219
Phoenix, AZ 85046
888.565.1102  
Fax: 888.462.1101
info@usresin.com
www.usresin.com

13  Waterlogic Commercial 
Products LLC
11710 Stonegate Circle
Omaha, NE 68164
800.288.1891
Fax: 402 905 2040
brian.martisauski@
waterlogicusa.com
www.waterlogicusa.com

7  Western Square Industries 
1621 North Broadway 
Stockton, CA 95205
209.944.0921  
Fax: 209.944.0934
info@westernsquare.com
www.westernsquare.com

45  Whitaker LaChance
2176 East Centre Ave.
P.O. Box 1806
Portage, MI 49081
269.324.7700  
Fax: 269.324.5660
slachance@whitkerlachance.com
www.whitakerlachance.com
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Give your customers
a taste of something more.

Offer Culligan® and K-Life® Water Softening Products
Consumer demand for sodium free water softening products is rising.
At Compass Minerals we understand that. That’s why we offer not only
Culligan Water Softener Salt, but also K-Life Sodium Free Water Softener 
Crystals. By having both products in your line you can meet the needs 
of all your customers, and take a taste of higher profitability for yourself.

Compass Minerals – your single source to meet all of your customers’ needs.
To place your order or for more information call: 800-927-7258.www.compassminerals.com

Offer Culligan
Consumer demand for sodium free water softening products is rising.
At Compass Minerals we understand that. That’s why we offer not only
Culligan Water Softener Salt, but also K-Life Sodium Free Water Softener 
Crystals. By having both products in your line you can meet the needs 
of all your customers, and take a taste of higher profitability for yourself.

Compass Minerals
To place your order or for more information call: 800-927-7258.www.compassminerals.com©
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www.compassminerals.comwww.compassminerals.com


